Mapping of two "neutralizing" epitopes of a snake curaremimetic toxin by proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Two monoclonal antibodies, called M alpha 1 and M alpha 2,3, have been previously shown to neutralize the toxic activity of the curaremimetic toxin alpha from Naja nigricollis. In this paper, we report the mapping of the two corresponding epitopes, using affinity chromatography and proton 2D-NMR spectroscopy. The H-D exchange rates of labile amide hydrogens have been measured in toxin alpha bound to each antibody and in toxin alpha alone. Analysis of the exchange data revealed two regions containing amide hydrogens with decreased exchange rates in the bound toxin compared to the free toxin. These two regions correspond to the sites of interaction with M alpha 1 and M alpha 2,3, respectively. They are consistent with prior biochemical mapping studies, and they include several residues that were not previously identified. Thus, the two antigenic sites are found to be centered on two different loops of toxin alpha. Comparison of these antigenic sites with the active site of toxin alpha allows us to delineate the molecular events associated with the two neutralization processes.